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3 Privacy and Security: Values for the Internet
Privacy and security are just two values among many that can be enacted within a

technical design. Accessibility, accountability, archivability, fairness, free expres-

sion, internationalization, justice, neutrality, performance and many other values

can all be a�ected by the particular technical architecture.1 However, privacy

and security have played an outsized role in the history and use of the Internet

and the Web, despite the clichéd and largely inaccurate notion that the original

design of the Internet ignored security. Because of the decentralized architecture

of the Internet and the end-to-end property of its design, security is a challenge to

achieve, while being a pre-requisite for the use of theWeb for electronic commerce.

Because the Internet is, most of all, an information medium that billions of people

use to communicate, protecting privacy and control over the �ow of personal

information is a fundamental task, especially as users contribute more of their

personal thoughts in increasingly popular social media applications.

We could imagine an alternative history of the World Wide Web that didn’t

prioritize these applications — ecommerce, personal communications, social me-

dia — one that was more limited to the accessible library of information originally

imagined by Tim Berners-Lee. In theory, such aWeb might see privacy or security

1See the “values in design” concept and the trend towards integration, as described in�e
Ethics of Engineering, previously.
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as less fundamental issues. With fewer commercial applications, con�dentiality,

integrity and availability may have been less pressing properties for development;

if the Web were more a reading platform than one where users generated content

themselves, privacy issues, while germane, might be less inherently essential. Argu-

ing for a necessary history of theWeb from its origins to its current form is counter

to good historiography; in this case, it is also unnecessary.�ere are reasons to

support the notion that the success of the Internet and the Web made it likely

that commercial applications would be developed and that without commercial

applications the infrastructure would not be as substantial or as popular. As noted

previously, from the earliest days of the Internet, email and personal communi-

cations were essential drivers of the infrastructure. Similarly, the architecture

and history of the Web suggest that user-provided content of some form would

be supported, whether through a “read-write Web”2 or more centralized social

media. As interesting as these alternative likely histories are, the fact remains that

ecommerce and social media have been large, popular, driving applications of the

Web, and applications that are particularly likely to involve security and privacy

issues. As such, it’s fruitful to look at these values, even as we recognize that other

values have also been important to the development of the Web and that di�erent

values may support di�erent applications in the future.

To begin with, let’s de�ne, or at least scope, some of the basic terminology.

3.1 De�nitions and contentions

“Security” can mean many di�erent things to di�erent people and in di�erent

cultural contexts. While some might immediately think of the locked doors of

a bank vault (an access control view), others might think of the safety of basic

needs. �e Japanese word “anshin” is used in some contexts as a translation of

security, but describes more broadly a sense of peace of mind, tied to con�dence,

familiarity and knowledge (Okumura, Shiraishi, and Iwata 2013).

In the �elds of network or information security, what is considered the classical

model de�nes security as a property of a system that satis�es three objectives:

con�dentiality, integrity and availability (the C-I-A triad).3 While critiques and

2A concept long-advocated by Tim Berners-Lee and popularized in the Read/Write Web blog
(MacManus 2003), where users can contribute to web pages as easily as they browse them.

3�e original source identifying these objectives as fundamental to security is unknown. An
early reference identifying them as the most common goals of a security policy is a report from
Dave Clark and David Wilson: “A Comparison of Commercial and Military Computer Security
Policies” (1987). Notably, this is the sameDave Clark known for design of the Internet architecture.
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extensions to the con�dentiality-integrity-availability model are common, most

researchers in these �elds continue to rely on something similar; this research

uses “security” to refer to these objectives in computer/information security unless

otherwise noted.

Contentions about the de�nition of “security” are mild in comparison to

the myriad di�erences over “privacy.” A classical de�nition is that privacy is

control over personal information, as presented by Alan Westin, considered a

founder in the �eld (1967).�at de�nition mirrors early de�nitions of security: an

access-control approach based on satisfying a particular privacy or security policy.

However, many scholars have noted limitations to this “informational privacy”

de�nition; that it doesn’t capture intrusions into our daily lives or substantively

capture what is distinctive about violations of that control over information. Many

practitioners rely on a concept of “fair information practices” or “fair information

practice principles” (FIPPs), drawn from a Department of Health Education, and

Welfare report from 1973 (Department of Health, Education and Welfare 1973)

and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development from 1980

(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 1980) and still very

present in the Obama administration’s proposed Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights

(“Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World: A Framework for Protecting

Privacy and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy” 2012). Philoso-

pher Helen Nissenbaum argues for a theory of “contextual integrity” (2004) to

explain our privacy views based on the �ows of personal information: not absolute

access control policies but instead expectations built up from social and legal

norms.

You might prefer one privacy de�nition over another or �nd one more o�en

used in a particular setting, but increasingly it seems clear that “privacy” is an

essentially-contested concept for which we will not and should not settle on a

single de�nition. Following the characteristics laid out by Gallie (1956), privacy is:

appraisive, a valuable achievement; complex, with multiple dimensions including

objectives and justi�cations; open, changing in salience over time in response to

di�erent technological and social circumstances; and, �nally, subject to progressive
competition, where ongoing debates over the concept can contribute to better

understanding privacy (Mulligan, Koopman, andDoty 2016). As a practical matter,

this suggests conducting research to anticipate and uncover, rather than foreclose,

di�erent approaches to privacy. And as we note in that work, contestation of

privacy has important implications for design:

• debates over a single de�nition of privacy will not be conclusive, and so
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it will be more useful to describe particular concepts or privacy goals in a

particular context;4

• a static list will not be able to anticipate all privacy concerns, and so designers

can bene�t both from looking very concretely at speci�c user needs or

concerns and at a higher-level from understanding the object of privacy and

identifying where it can be supported in the technical architecture; and,

• because contestation will continue, designers should anticipate and accept

this openness.

Instead of a singular de�nition of privacy, then, we end up with meta-analyses

of privacy concepts. Dan Solove argues for aWittgeinsteinian “family resemblance”

approach and sets out a large taxonomy of di�erent actions that might constitute

privacy violations (2006). Colin Koopman and Deirdre Mulligan devise a privacy

analytic to map out theories of privacy on a large number of dimensions, including

the purpose of protecting privacy and from whom one is protecting their privacy

(Koopman and Mulligan 2013; Mulligan, Koopman, and Doty 2016).

By necessity, then, this research does not rely on a single, narrow de�nition

of “privacy” for its inquiry. Further, as a methodological matter, foreclosing any

dispute on the de�nition or sense of privacymight lead tomissing that same dispute

within the community or communities in question. How privacy is di�erently

de�ned by the engineers and other participants in technical standard-setting is

itself a research question. Existing work has looked at themodels of privacy evident

in the work of computer scientists working in security and privacy (Danezis and

Gürses 2010) and in the nascent �eld of privacy engineering (Gürses and Alamo

2016).

Care is taken, as amatter of researchmethod, not to “prime” or load a particular

meaning of the term “privacy” during interviews with participants.5�is method

is more than contingently important, because one possibility to be explored is that,

because of the openness in response to technological change of values particularly

impacted by the Internet, what privacy ismay not only be debated among engineers,

but materially constructed by them.

4See, for example, this two-year discussion of a de�nition of privacy and whether it’s necessary
or useful for IETF speci�cation work on the ietf-privacy mailing list. In Do Not Track discus-
sions, participants debated whether de�ning “privacy” was useful for scoping or an unimportant
academic matter.

5See interview guide in the appendix.

https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/search/?email_list=ietf-privacy&q=text%3A(definition)
https://mailarchive.ietf.org/arch/search/?email_list=ietf-privacy&q=text%3A(definition)
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For the purpose of scoping my own inquiry, I focus on privacy as the family of

values related to norms and controls over �ows of information about people and

freedom from intrusions.

3.2 Relationship between privacy and security

Why consider privacy and security together? Aren’t these separate values that

need to be distinguished in order to determine the distinctive e�ects and factors

related to privacy?

�ere is some truth to the common cliché that “you can’t have privacy without

security.”�at is, systems that are vulnerable to attacks that break the properties

of con�dentiality or integrity typically can’t guarantee users control over how

information about them is collected, used or disclosed.�is is true in more than

themost naive sense inwhich security is necessary for a system to provide any other

value— if a system is not available, then it cannot provide any of its functionality; if

a system cannot provide integrity, then it could have been altered to counter some

other value for which it was designed. For example, any conception of privacy

that includes keeping some information secret or controlling access to a piece of

information will be undermined by violations of con�dentiality: if a system is

vulnerable to threats where an attacker can access information she is not intended

to be able to access, then the system is less likely to provide contextual integrity or

e�ective controls over information disclosure.

From the perspective of Internet architecture, security may be more relevant

at lower layers – e.g. establishing secure channels of application-agnostic com-

munication – while privacy may be more signi�cant at higher layers – e.g. user

controls over information disclosure in particular applications.6 Braman identi�es

privacy as a topic of concern from the earliest days of Internet architecture design

as described in the �rst ten years of RFCs, with con�dentiality and access control of

particular importance for protecting information on hosts or transmitted through

the network (2012).

In addition to security as a pre-requisite for (or lower layer to) privacy, there are

also cases where privacy and security overlap. One common reason for con�ating

security and privacy is the assumption that privacy just is con�dentiality. It’s
popular to claim that this con�ation is simply erroneous; however, if we accept

that privacy is plural and essentially contested, it’s more di�cult to �atly discount

6�is may be a common perspective, but I’m not sure whether it’s published or documented
as a design principle. I attribute it to presentations by Alissa Cooper.
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such a theory. What we can say is thatmost typical de�nitions or theories of privacy

include protections beyond con�dentiality.�at is, privacy-as-con�dentiality is

an uncommonly narrow conception of privacy. �at said, those same typical

de�nitions (including both control over personal information and contextual

integrity) would count many con�dentiality violations as prototypical violations

of privacy: many concepts of privacy include con�dentiality.
For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in

seeking to improve and systemize the engineering practices for privacy, has dra�ed

an evolving set of privacy engineering objectives, to serve a similar functional

purpose to the C-I-A triad. In initial dra�s, the list of objectives included con�-

dentiality (as de�ned in related security engineering documentation) to explicitly

mark an overlap between privacy and security (NIST 2014).7

Distinct from the layer model (privacy on top of security) described above,

there might also be cases where a lack of privacy undermines security. Designs

for security that rely on trust in participants might have a vulnerability if the

personal privacy of an individual is compromised. For example, the con�dentiality

of classi�ed information depends on the reliability and lack of coercion of those

cleared to receive that information; if the intimate details of a person’s life are

accessed, a blackmailer may be able to obtain government secrets.8 Similarly, some

authentication mechanisms rely on limited �ows of information about a person;

if an attacker can unexpectedly easily determine your birthdate and addresses of

previous residences, they may be able to impersonate you to your bank.

While there are substantive connections between privacy and security in the

design of Internet protocols, an additional motivation to consider these values to-

gether is their integration in the practice of privacy and security engineering work.

As later sections will demonstrate, the work of identifying and mitigating privacy

concerns and security concerns share techniques (like threat modeling), expertise

and people. Even if values can be, conceptually, separately de�ned and considered,

if the engineering e�orts are themselves combined, then understanding and im-

proving the practice of privacy and security engineering requires exploring the

values together.

As an empirical matter, e�orts for coordinated security and privacy review

have become more integrated in recent years. One explanation is that, in addition

to the inherent connections between accepted security properties and common

7Partly in response to public comments, a subsequent dra� �nding uses “disassociability”
instead, with a de�nition distinct from con�dentiality, and more like “unlinkability” (NIST 2015).

8h/t Daniel Gri�n
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conceptions of privacy, the historical context of a changing political and tech-

nological atmosphere has shi�ed privacy to depend more deeply on traditional

security objectives.�at openness is a piece of privacy’s essential contestedness. In

a historical review of privacy, we can note how privacy (at least inWestern society)

was broadly conceived in the late 19th century as a freedom from harassment

or publicity – a response to photography and newspapers; and in the mid-20th

century as a concern about unfair or unaccountable analysis in newly-available

large, computerized databases. I believe we can see a similar shi� over shorter time-

frames in the conception of online privacy in the 21st century. When a plethora of

online tracking mechanisms and corresponding behavioral advertising companies

appeared in the early 2000s, the privacy concern of protection from corporate

pro�ling was heightened; a�er the Snowden revelations in 2013, a shi� in e�ort

and attention was made towards privacy from large-scale government surveillance

and securing infrastructure.�at a concern was heightened during a particular

time doesn’t imply that it was absent otherwise; government surveillance was not

a wholly new concern a�er 2013 and online corporate data collection remains a

privacy issue (not just because the same infrastructure is relevant to government

access). Similarly, the privacy torts about unwanted publicity didn’t disappear a�er

the 20th century. But these historical shi�s and the competing concepts of privacy

they highlight are, I argue, re�ected in the work on engineering privacy on the

Internet and its increasing integration with security.

While this work focuses on privacy and security as fundamental values in

tension on the Internet, what we learn from the design for these values can inform,

and be informed by, research on the design of other values. In particular, there

is much to learn from experiences with accessibility and internationalization;

and I hope this research can contribute to work on diversity and freedom from

harassment.9

3.3 Cases in this work

Following these shi�s in the concept of privacy, let us look at two cases, with

di�erent conceptions of privacy and where there is a change, or potential change,

in the distribution of responsibility for protecting privacy. In each, we can see a

“hando�” in the larger socio-technical system and the manner of these shi�s can

help us uncover what value is being supported and how.

9See Directions.
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First, I look at the movement to encrypt the Web, including designing, ad-

vocating for and deploying new security technology to maintain privacy from

network surveillance and intrusion; and, second, I consider Do Not Track, an

e�ort to develop a cooperative user choice mechanism for protecting privacy from

online behavioral tracking, which will be the topical focus of my empirical work.
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